
White Papers
White papers are powerful sales tools written to persuade and educate potential customers
about the remarkable features and methodology of a product or service. These also activate
better and quicker decision-making, which are extremely helpful even to the government
and legislative bodies.

White Paper Definition & Meaning

A white paper is an informational document, often in a persuasive voice, written to promote
a desirable solution to a commercially, environmentally, or economically oriented issue.

It is a powerful narrative or report that influences the decision of a prospective customer or
investor, typically written an academic approach.

What Is a White Paper?

A white paper is an educational report issued by an organization to convince the readers or
the public of the strengths of a proposed solution to a particular problem. It can act as a
means of introducing new government policies upon which public reactions can be gauged.
In marketing, it helps promote products in a persuasive and factual manner.



10 Types of White Paper

Business White Paper

While sales pitches can inarguable bring in sales, a business white paper can take your
business even further. On the one hand, it is highly persuasive. On the other hand, it is
technically written to prove how purchase-worthy your product or service is.

https://www.template.net/editable/business-white-paper


Data White Paper

Proving to the world your data management quality is not easy, especially since you have
thousands of big data analytics competitors out there. Better yet, get more creative in
presenting your data white paper. This might be your biggest chance to trigger the interest
of leading brands to be in business with you.

https://www.template.net/editable/data-white-paper


Marketing White Paper

A marketing white paper is an integral part of a marketing campaign. It influences buying
decisions while radically bringing consumers to the realization of the benefits of a particular
product or service that can never be found in any other brand. It is lighter than a sales pitch
but it is proven to work like magic.

https://www.template.net/editable/marketing-white-paper


Research White Paper

A research white paper offers an in-depth analysis of a certain subject, which can be about
a product or a current situation. It presents a thorough narration and specification of a
proposed solution that is often authored by a company. And if your boss just asked to create
one, use this incredible template to effectively raise public awareness.

https://www.template.net/editable/research-white-paper


Security White Paper

A security white paper is created as security and compliance documentation that serves as
a proactive measure to help reduce the frequency, as well as severity, of certain incidents.
Organizations need this to prevent costly response expenses and eliminate possible liability.
Should you want people to notice your intentions, make white paper simple but as proactive
as the army of peace.

https://www.template.net/editable/security-white-paper


IT and Software White Paper

With many software products in the market today, the competition can be harsh to anyone.
But if you believe that your product design has what it takes, discuss all of its positive
attributes in your IT and software white paper. Explain your philosophies and the likelihood
of your invention to bring a real change in the technology paradigm.

https://www.template.net/editable/it-and-software-white-paper


Social Media White Paper

Social media has proved to be an incredible place to do business. As a member of the
virtual community, you know for a fact that people come to these platforms to explain views
about a particular product or service. Build credibility of your brand by fashioning your own
social media white paper and be better engaged with your audience.

https://www.template.net/editable/social-media-white-paper


Web Security White Paper

Web security is an overwhelming topic to individuals outside the age range of the
millennials and Gen Z. Helping them understand the gravity of the subject, it might be best
to prepare a web security white paper to easy raise their awareness. This is especially
helpful to aging services organizations in understanding and mitigating cybersecurity
threats.

https://www.template.net/editable/49570/web-security-white-paper


Technology White Paper

A technology white paper helps the general public, understand the theory behind a
particular technological innovation. It serves as a guiding light for technology-driven
organizations to streamline their decision-making and benchmark their current performance.
And if you are in search of a professional design, this one is for you.

https://www.template.net/editable/46009/technology-white-paper


Small Business White Paper

If there is one thing that can do better than a brochure, a small business white paper
definitely has a say. So call up your marketing partner and discuss the things you can
include in your paper. Make it extra compelling so your future customer will come running.

https://www.template.net/editable/49759/small-business-white-paper


White Paper Uses, Purpose, Importance

Solution Proposition

The primary goal of a white paper is to present a specific solution to a certain problem.
Hence, it acts as a persuasive report that helps a business or organization spread the word
about the most strategic way to eliminate whatever is inhibiting a product from working or
for an unwanted phenomenon to stop happening. The modern industry is expected to
embrace technical changes along the way but it is only a matter of time that the challenges
they come along with are fixed with a good white paper to present.

Decision-making Optimization

White papers play a vital role in the decision-making process. As persuasive as they can
be, these reports present not only solutions to the problem but also the differences between
the products or services to be advocated. In marketing, in particular, these give readers
ideas on what to pursue and not, but of course, in the company’s favor.

Customer Base Expansion

White papers exist to direct products to an intended audience. That is why they are created
to give readers detailed background information, way better than a sales pitch. They
stimulate interest, leading customers to purchase the products cited regardless of location.

Public Awareness

White papers are educational materials that give people the idea of emerging products or
innovative solutions to their problems. The information provided is based on facts and can
be logically argued thereupon. And so much like anyone, an investor needs veritable proof
of a claim and with a well-written one, you may even get him to invest in your company.



What’s in a White Paper? Parts?

Title Page

A white paper is an elaborate essay or report handed not only in a single page. It normally
comes with a few pages and a title page serves as a cover page where the name of the
author and date of publication are also reflected.

Introduction

An introduction of a white paper acts as a teaser that outlines what readers can expect in
the enter report. It includes the statement of the problem and can be as long as a one page
piece or a few paragraphs.

Background

The background provides comprehensive details of a given topic. This is usually
research-heavy, so you can expect plenty of paper examples and illustrations of facts in this
part.

Proposed Solution

The proposed solution area showcases the relevance of specific interventions to the
problems that challenge the previously accepted methodology. This gives the readers
hindsight on the potential outcomes of the recommendations cited as well.

Conclusion

Every piece of writing comes to an end. The conclusion reminds your readers of the
important aspects of the paper such as the strengths of the key argument and the evidence
that support the claim.



References or Citations

Citations give readers information on the sources or materials you used to complete the
piece. This is basically the part where you acknowledge your references for that matter.





How to Design a White Paper?

1. Choose a white paper size.

2. Decide the best white paper relevant to the purpose.

3. Select the white paper templates that best match the topic.

4. Optimize the cover page.

5. Add page numbers.

6. Break up topics into subtopics.

7. Insert meaningful illustrations, images, and infographics.

8. Highlight takeaways.

9. Vary the layout.

10. Make the paper text scannable or consider formatting it to PDF file.

https://www.template.net/documents/white-paper-sizes/
https://www.template.net/editable/white-paper




White Paper vs Case Study

A white paper provides a rationale for the proposed solution implementation and highlights
the benefits of a particular product with detailed information and elaboration.

A case study is a systematic analysis of a product, event, or phenomenon that provides
actual examples of how a certain solution has been able to fix an issue with a deeper
understanding on the pitfalls and successes of the previously pursued practices.

What’s the Difference between White Paper, Research
Paper, and Essay?

A white paper is a persuasive narrative or report that employs facts and logic in promoting a
desirable solution to a particular problem.

A research paper is a more complex narrative or essay that requires an extensive
understanding of a subject matter and it usually revolves around the approaches employed
with strong adherence to the required length, citing, and format.

An essay is a shorter form of academic or professional writing that enables you to
demonstrate comprehension, as well as critical thing skills, on a certain topic.



White Paper Sizes

A critical element you need to consider when writing or designing a white paper is the right
paper size. Two of the most commonly used white paper sizes are reflected below.

White Paper Ideas & Examples

The following of some of the most empowering white paper ideas and examples you can
use when making your own.

● Shared Services White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Service Mesh White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Risk Management White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Higher Education White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Healthcare Consulting White Paper Ideas and Examples
● HR Management White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Hotel Management White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Enterprise Security White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Email Marketing White Paper Ideas and Examples
● Data Quality White Paper Ideas and Examples

https://www.template.net/documents/white-paper-ideas/


FAQs

How to write a white paper that builds consumer trust?

You must first choose a topic, conduct thorough research, construct an outline, come up
with an attention-grabbing title, provide a captivating introduction, format the content, work
out some supporting assets, pick out a user-friendly design, and review your work.

What is the proper format for a white paper?

A white paper should have a title, abstract, subheadings, footnotes or sources, and
conclusion.

What is a white paper in research?

A white paper in research presents the results of a study with the aim to educate readers
and get to them and learn more about the facts or data being cited, along with evidence for
accuracy.

How to write an effective technology white paper?

Technology white papers should be written with the utmost honesty and credibility, devoid of
superfluous sales pitches.

How do you organize a white paper?

Begin with an introduction, followed by the background information of the paper with the
statement on the problem included, then the solution, product or service feature if it is for
commercial purposes, the conclusion, and the work citation



How do you write a white paper for a business?

The first step in writing a business white paper is the selection of a topic, then the execution
of research, followed by the critical analysis and deeper understanding of the audience,
then the creation of the white paper with the right paper format – making sure it has an
attention-grabbing title and introduction, from there is the division of subtopics or
subheadings, and last but not least is proofreading and editing.

What is a marketing white paper?

A marketing white paper is a persuasive and in-depth report marketers use to enlighten
their audience about a certain issue and promote a certain methodology for solving it.

What is white paper in B2B?

A B2B White Paper is a document that marketing and sales teams use in generating
interest in specific trends, technology, or topics.

What is blockchain white paper?

A blockchain white paper is created to help federal records managers in understanding
blockchain technology better.

What is an APA white paper?

An APA white paper pertains to a persuasive document written to convince readers of the
writer’s philosophies and convictions and with strict adherence to the APA style of writing.

How to use white papers for lead generation?

White papers drive lead generation by framing the buying decision of a prospective
customer in the favor of the company through a thorough and convincing analysis of the
difference in the benefits of the products being considered.




